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Interrelationships Between Corals and Fisheries Aug 17 2021 Interrelationships Between Corals and Fisheries is derived from a
workshop held by the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council in Tampa, Florida in May 2013, where world authorities came
together to discuss the current problems in managing tropical fisheries and offered suggestions for future directions for both
researchers and environmental resource managers. This book addresses current and emerging threats as well as challenges and

opportunities for managing corals and associated fisheries. It provides an information baseline toward a better understanding of how
corals and the consequences of coral condition influence fish populations, especially as they relate to management of those
populations. The book contains content from presentations modified as a result of interactions and discussions with colleagues and
peer reviews by global experts in corals and fisheries. Many chapters include additional materials not presented in the workshop.
There are also papers that were not presented at the workshop but contribute to the central theme of the book. Topics covered include:
Global decline in coral reefs and impacts on fishery yields Distribution and diversity in the Gulf of Mexico Implementation of Coral
Habitat Areas of Particular Concern (CHAPCs) Deepwater coral/sponge habitats Coral populations on offshore platforms Mangrove
connectivity for sustaining coral reef fisheries Restoring deepwater coral ecosystems and fisheries after the Deepwater Horizon oil
spill Predictive mapping of coral reef fish Covering a range of subject matter, most of the chapters offer suggestions for future
research on the interrelationships between corals and fisheries. In addition, the final chapter presents a summary on these
interrelationships and discusses managing them for the future.
Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR/AR) Nov 27 2019 This comprehensive textbook offers a scientifically sound and at the same time
practical introduction to Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR/AR). Readers will gain the theoretical foundation needed to design,
implement or enhance VR/AR systems, evaluate and improve user interfaces and applications using VR/AR methods, assess and
enrich user experiences, and develop a deeper understanding of how to apply VR/AR techniques. Whether utilizing the book for a
principal course of study or reference reading, students of computer science, education, media, natural sciences, engineering and other
subject areas can benefit from its in-depth content and vivid explanation. The modular structure allows selective sequencing of topics
to the requirements of each teaching unit and provides an easy-to-use format from which to choose specific themes for individual selfstudy. Instructors are provided with extensive materials for creating courses as well as a foundational text upon which to build their
advanced topics. The book enables users from both research and industry to deal with the subject in detail so they can properly assess
the extent and benefits of VR/AR deployment and determine required resources. Technology enthusiasts and professionals can learn
about the current status quo in the field of VR/AR and interested newcomers can gain insight into this fascinating world. Grounded on
a solid scientific foundation, this textbook, addresses topics such as perceptual aspects of VR/AR, input and output devices including
tracking, interactions in virtual worlds, real-time aspects of VR/AR systems and the authoring of VR/AR applications in addition to
providing a broad collection of case studies.
Database and Expert Systems Applications May 14 2021 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th International
Conference on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA 2006. The book presents 90 revised full papers together with 1
invited paper. The papers are organized in topical sections on XML, data and information, data mining and data warehouses, database
applications, WWW, bioinformatics, process automation and workflow, knowledge management and expert systems, database theory,

query processing, and privacy and security.
Proceedings of the 5th ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries Feb 08 2021
Visual Resources Association Bulletin Sep 29 2022
Mobile Response Feb 29 2020 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings of the Second International
Workshop on Mobile Information Technology for Emergency Response, MobileResponse 2008 held in Bonn, Germany, in May 2008.
The 12 revised papers presented together with 2 kenote lectures and 1 invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected from 25
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on emergency alerting systems and indoor navigation, spatial and visual
information for site exploration, collaboration and information management, as well as communication and security concepts.
Allegory of the Church Jan 22 2022 The Allegory of the Church is the first full-length study of Romanesque verse inscriptions in the
context of church portals and portal sculpture, and is the product of a twenty-year study.
Visual Culture Revisited Jun 02 2020 Is there one visual culture or are there multiple visual cultures? On the one hand, it is obvious
that images do not exist and cannot be understood independently. Rather, they are embedded in institutions and cultural contexts. This
common ground suggests an understanding of visual culture as a singular phenomenon. On the other hand the plurality of pictorial
representations - from Sitcoms to illustrations in childrens' books, from cartoons to satellite photos, from high art to everyday life suggests the conception of visual culture as a singular phenomenon to be misleading. The visual world is a field of conflict and tension
between self and other, mainstream and counterculture. The articles in this book include both theoretical reflections on the dialectics of
visual culture(s) as well as case studies. The focus lies on examples from the U.S. American context - from the focusing on Native
Americans as the 'Vanishing Race' in the 19th-century Photography to the TV coverage of the Columbia Space Shuttle Disaster in
February, 2003. This book is therefore highly recommendable to both students and scholars of American Studies als well as those
interested in the interdisciplinary debate on visual culture(s).
Angeles National Forest (N.F.), Antelope-Pardee 500-kV Transmission Project Dec 21 2021
Research and Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries Feb 20 2022 Since its inception in 1997,the EuropeanConferenceon
Researchand Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries (ECDL) has come a long way, creating a strong
interdisciplinarycommunityofresearchersandpractitionersinthe?eldofdigital libraries. We are proud to present the proceedings of ECDL
2005, the ninth conference in this series, which, following Pisa (1997), Heraklion (1998), Paris (1999), Lisbon (2000), Darmstadt
(2001), Rome (2002), Trondheim (2003), and Bath (2004), took place on September 18–23, 2005 in Vienna, Austria. ECDL 2005
featured separate calls for paper and poster submissions, resu- ing in 130 full papers and 32 posters being submitted to the conference.
All - pers were subject to a thorough peer-review process, with an 87-person-strong Program Committee and a further 68 additional
reviewers from 35 countries from basically all continents sharing the tremendous review load, producing - tween three and four

detailed reviews per paper. Based on these, as well as on the discussion that took place during a one-week on-line PC discussion
phase, 41 papers were ?nally selected for inclusion in the conference program during a 1. 5 day PC meeting, resulting in an acceptance
rate of only 32%. Furthermore, 17 paper submissions were accepted for poster presentations with an additional 13 posters being
accepted based on a simpli?ed review process of 2–3 reviews per poster from the poster submission track. Both the full papers as well
as extended abstracts of the posters presented at ECDL 2005 are provided in these proceedings.
Wertschöpfungsorientierte Wirtschaftsinformatik Jun 26 2022 Die Informationstechnologie (IT) wurde lange Zeit nur in ihrer
Unterstützungs- und Ermöglichungsfunktion wahrgenommen. Inzwischen hat sich die Informationstechnologie jedoch zu einem
eigenständigen Treiber der Wertschöpfung entwickelt. Mit dem Lehrbuch liefern die Autoren eine systematische Einführung in die
Wirtschaftsinformatik und regen zugleich zu einer wertschöpfungsorientierten Gestaltung an. Prägnante Praxisbeispiele zeigen die
Anwendungen in Unternehmen und auf Märkten, illustrieren Erfahrungen und stellen so den Praxisbezug her.
Adaptive Technologies and Business Integration: Social, Managerial and Organizational Dimensions Oct 07 2020 "This book
provides inter-organizational aspects in business integration including managerial and organizational integration, social integration,
and technology integration, along with the resources to accomplish this competitive advantage"--Provided by publisher.
Database and Expert Systems Applications Mar 31 2020 DEXA 2005, the 16th International Conference on Database and Expert
Systems Applications, was held at the Copenhagen Business School, Copenhagen, Denmark, from August 22 to 26, 2005. The success
of the DEXA series has partly been due to the way in which it has kept abreast of recent developments by spawning specialized
workshops and conferences each with its own proceedings. In 2005 the DEXA programme was co-located with the 7th International
Conference on Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery [DaWaK 2005], the 6th International Conference on Electronic
Commerce and Web Technologies [EC-Web 2005], the 4th International Conference on Electronic Government [EGOV 2005], the
2nd International Conference on Trust, Privacy, and Security in Digital Business [TrustBus 2005], the 2nd International Conference on
Industrial Applications of Holonic and Multi-agent Systems [HoloMAS 2005], as well as 19 specialized workshops. These
proceedings are the result of a considerable amount of hard work. Beginning with the preparation of submitted papers, the papers went
through the reviewing process. This process was supported by online discussion between the reviewers to determine the final
conference program. The authors of accepted papers revised their manuscripts to produce this fine collection. DEXA 2005 received
390 submissions, and from those the Program Committee selected the 92 papers in these proceedings. This year the reviewing process
generated more than 1000 referee reports. The hard work of the authors, the referees and the Program Committee is gratefully
acknowledged.
Brunelleschi, Lacan, Le Corbusier Jun 14 2021 This well-argued, analytic text provides a greater understanding of spatial issues in
the field of architecture. Re-interpreting the fifteenth century demonstration of perspective, Lorens Holm puts it in relation to today’s

theories of subjectivity and elaborates for the first time the theoretical link between architecture and psychoanalysis. Divided into three
sections, Brunelleschi, Lacan, Le Corbusier argues that perspective remains the primary and most satisfying way of representing form,
because it is the paradigmatic form of spatial consciousness. Well-illustrated with over 100 images, this compelling book is a valuable
study of this key aspect of architectural study and practice, making it an essential read for architects in their first year or their fiftieth.
Reformatting Politics Sep 17 2021 This book examines the ways in which new information and communication technologies (ICTs)
are being used by civil society organizations (CSOs) to achieve their aims through activities and networks that cross national borders.
These new ICTs (the internet, mobile phones, satellite radio and television) have allowed these civil society organizations to form
extensive networks linking the local and the global in new ways and to flourish internationally in ways that were not possible without
them. Reformatting Politics consists of four sections containing essays by some of the top scholars and activists working at the
intersections of networked societies, civil society organizations, and information technology. The book also includes a section that
takes a critical look at the UN World Summit of Information Society and the role that global governance has played and will play in
the use and dissemination of these new technologies. Finally, the contributors aim to influence this important and emerging field of
inquiry by posing a set of questions and directions for future research. In sum, Reformatting Politics is a fresh look at the way critical
network practice through the use of information technology is reformatting the terms and terrains of global politics.
My Avatar, My Self Mar 12 2021 With videogames now one of the world’s most popular diversions, the virtual world has increasing
psychological influence on real-world players. This book examines the relationships between virtual and non-virtual identity in visual
role-playing games. Utilizing James Gee’s theoretical constructs of real-world identity, virtual-world identity, and projective identity,
this research shows dynamic, varying and complex relationships between the virtual avatar and the player’s sense of self and makes
recommendations of terminology for future identity researchers.
Informatics in Radiation Oncology Aug 24 2019 Reflecting the increased importance of the collaborations between radiation oncology
and informatics professionals, Informatics in Radiation Oncology discusses the benefits of applying informatics principles to the
processes within radiotherapy. It explores how treatment and imaging information is represented, stored, and retrieved as well as how
this information relates to other patient data. The book deepens your knowledge of current and emerging information technology and
informatics principles applied to radiation oncology so that all the data gathered—from laboratory results to medical images—can be
fully exploited to make treatments more effective and processes more efficient. After introducing the basics of informatics and its
connection to radiation oncology, the book examines the process of healthcare delivery in radiation oncology, the challenges of
managing images in radiotherapy, and the burgeoning field of radiogenomics. It then presents teaching, clinical trials, and research
tools and describes open access clinical imaging archives in radiotherapy, techniques for maximizing information from multimodality
imaging, and the roles of images in treatment planning. It also looks at how informatics can improve treatment planning, the safety and

efficiency of delivery systems, image-guided patient positioning, and patient assessment. The book concludes with discussions on how
outcomes modeling evaluates the effectiveness of treatments, how quality control informatics improves the reliability of processes,
and how to perform quality assurance on the informatics tools. With contributions from a host of top international experts in radiation
oncology, medical physics, and informatics, this book leads the way in moving the field forward. It encourages you to find new ways
of applying informatics to radiation oncology and help your patients in their fight against cancer.
IBM Cognos Business Intelligence v10 May 26 2022 Maximize the Value of Business Intelligence with IBM Cognos v10 -- Handson, from Start to Finish This easy-to-use, hands-on guide brings together all the information and insight you need to drive maximum
business value from IBM Cognos v10. Long-time IBM Cognos expert and product designer Sangeeta Gautam thoroughly illuminates
Cognos BI v10’s key capabilities: analysis, query, reporting, and dashboards. Gautam shows how to take full advantage of each key
IBM Cognos feature, including brand-new innovations such as Active Reports and the new IBM Cognos Workspace report
consumption environment. She concludes by walking you through successfully planning and implementing an integrated business
intelligence solution using IBM’s best-practice methodologies. The first and only guide of its kind, IBM Cognos Business Intelligence
v10 offers expert insights for BI designers, architects, developers, administrators, project managers, nontechnical end-users, and
partners throughout all areas of the business—from sales and marketing to operations and lines of business. If you’re pursuing official
IBM Cognos certification, you’ll also find Cognos certification sample questions and information to help you with the certification
process. Coverage Includes • Understanding IBM Cognos BI’s components and open, extensible architecture • Working with IBM
Cognos key “studio” tools: Analysis Studio, Query Studio, Report Studio, and Event Studio • Developing and managing powerful
reports that draw on the rich capabilities of IBM Cognos Workspace and Workspace Advanced • Designing Star Schema databases
and metadata models to answer the questions your organization cares about most • Efficiently maintaining and systematically securing
IBM Cognos BI environments and their objects • Using IBM Cognos Connection as your single point of entry to all corporate data •
Building interactive, easy-to-manage Active Reports for casual business users • Using new IBM Cognos BI v10.1 Dynamic Query
Mode (DQM) to improve performance with complex heterogeneous data • Identifying, exploring, and exploiting hidden data
relationships • Creating quick ad hoc queries that deliver fast answers • Establishing user and administrator roles
Art and Architecture of Late Medieval Pilgrimage in Northern Europe and the British Isles Oct 31 2022
Core Techniques and Algorithms in Game Programming Oct 19 2021 Furnishes a valuable compilation of core techniques and
algorithms used to code computer and video games, coverin such topics as code design, data structures, design patters, AI, scripting
engines, network programming, 2D programming, 3D pipelines, and texture mapping and furnishing code samples in C++ and Open
GL and DirectX APIs. Original. (Advanced)
Building Websites with VB.NET and DotNetNuke 3.0 Mar 24 2022 A practical guide to creating and maintaining your own website

with DotNetNuke, the free, open source evolution of Microsoft's IBuySpy Portal
The Middle Ages on Television Jul 24 2019 The 21st century has seen a resurgence of popular interest in the Middle Ages. Television
in particular has presented a wide and diverse array of "medieval" offerings. Yet there exists little scholarship on television
medievalism. This collection fills the gap with 10 new essays focusing on the depiction of the Middle Ages in popular culture and
questioning the role of television in shaping our ideas about past and present. The contributors emphasize the need for scholars of
medievalism to pay attention to its manifestations on the small screen. The essays cover quite a range of topics, including genre,
gender and sexuality. The series covered are Game of Thrones, Merlin, Full Metal Jousting, Joan of Arcadia, Tudors, Camelot and
Mists of Avalon. Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
Graphics and Visualization Dec 29 2019 This book is a comprehensive introduction to visual computing, dealing with the modeling
and synthesis of visual data by means of computers. What sets this book apart from other computer graphics texts is the integrated
coverage of computer graphics and visualization topics, including important techniques such as subdivision and multi-resolution mo
Electronic Government and the Information Systems Perspective Oct 26 2019 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
6th International Conference on Electronic Government and the Information Systems Perspective, EGOVIS 2017, held in Lyon,
France, in August 2017. The 20 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 24 submissions. The papers
areorganized in the following topical sections: digitalization and transparency; open data ecosystems; intelligent systems in egovernment; e-government research and intelligent systems; m-government and inclusion; e-government cases - data knowledge
management; and knowledge management in the context of e-government.
Special Edition Using Crystal Enterprise 8.5 Aug 05 2020 The only reference available on Crystal Enterprise written by employees
of Crystal Decisions, creator of Crystal Enterprise. Special Edition Using Crystal Enterprise 8.5 provides a comprehensive reference
for the enterprise information delivery solution, Crystal Enterprise. This book will help readers understand where and how Crystal
Enterprise can be applied to solve business problems. Written as a guide through planning, deploying, administering, and managing an
enterprise reporting system based on Crystal Enterprise. Using practical examples of how Crystal Enterprise can be deployed in
complex network environments to solve some of the toughest reporting and information delivery challenges. This book focuses on the
entire solution that Crystal Enterprise and its supporting suite of report design tools (Crystal Reports and Crystal Analysis
Professional) can deliver. This book picks up where standard Crystal Reports books leave off - it focuses on the actual delivery of
interactive report content created with Crystal Reports.
The Reefs of Time Jun 22 2019 The starstream is beautiful. But beauty turns deadly when an ancient AI bent on destruction uses it to
travel uptime, to our near-future. The Mindaru are dead. Or so exiled-Earthman John Bandicut and his alien companions believe, when
they return to Shipworld after saving the Orion Nebula and countless inhabited worlds. But now another horde from this ancient and

malicious AI colony is swarming toward the present from its birthplace deep in the past. Their opening: a temporal disturbance in the
starstream, a hyperspatial thoroughfare used by myriad civilizations. The disturbance emanates from the planetary defenses of nearby
Karellia, whose people know nothing of the starstream or the galaxy-threatening Mindaru. Only Bandicut and his friends have the
knowledge and experience to act. But several of Bandicut’s company have gone missing. Bandicut and Li-Jared must team with the
pandimensional Ruall and her gokat—the oddest aliens Bandicut has met since the shadow-people—and journey to Karellia to find a
way to cut off the timestream. Separated from the others, Ik meets another human of Earth—a former lover of Bandicut’s!—and
embarks with her on a perilous mission far back into deep time, seeking a way to stop the Mindaru at their source. They must thread a
maze of impossible decisions. Can they tap the wisdom of the alien yaantel, known to the humans as the translator, to help them
through? The Chaos Chronicles returns at last in The Reefs of Time, part one of a heartstopping, two-part adventure. Concluded in
Crucible of Time—coming in September!
InfoWorld Sep 05 2020 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers.
InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Time and Presence in Art Jul 16 2021 This volume explores the relationship between temporality and presence in medieval artworks
from the third to the sixteenth centuries. It is the first extensive treatment of the interconnections between medieval artworks' varied
presences and their ever-shifting places in time. The volume begins with reflections on the study of temporality and presence in
medieval and early modern art history. A second section presents case studies delving into the different ways medieval artworks once
created and transformed their original viewers' experience of the present. These range from late antique Constantinople, early Islamic
Jerusalem and medieval Italy, to early modern Venice and the Low Countries. A final section explores how medieval artworks remain
powerful and relevant today. This section includes case studies on reconstructing presence in medieval art through embodied
experience of pilgrimage, art historical research and museum education. In doing so, the volume provides a first dialog between
museum educators and art historians on the presence of medieval artifacts. It includes contributions by Hans Belting, Keith Moxey,
Rika Burnham and others.
Component-Based Software Engineering Jan 28 2020 On behalf of the Organizing Committee I am pleased to present the proceedings
of the 2005 Symposium on Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE). CBSE is concerned with the development of softwareintensive systems from reusable parts (components), the development of reusable parts, and system maintenance and improvement by
means of component replacement and c- tomization. CBSE 2005, “Software Components at Work,” was the eighth in a series of
events that promote a science and technology foundation for achieving predictable quality in software systems through the use of
software component technology and its associated software engineering practices. We were fortunate to have a dedicated Program
Committee comprised of 30 internationally recognized researchers and industrial practitioners. We received 91 submissions andeach

paper wasreviewedby at least three ProgramComm- tee members (four for papers with an author on the Program Committee). The
entirereviewingprocesswassupportedbyCyberChairPro,theWeb-basedpaper
submissionandreviewsystemdevelopedandsupportedbyRichardvandeStadt of Borbala Online Conference Services. After a two-day
virtual Program C- mittee meeting, 21 submissions were accepted as long papers and 2 submissions were accepted as short papers.
SharePoint 2003 User's Guide Jul 04 2020 * Provides a "real world" view and best practices around using SharePoint 2003
technologies to meet business needs. * Seth Bates was the technical reviewer for both of Scot Hillier’s books. * Lists the most
common deployment scenarios of SharePoint technologies and the ways to best leverage SharePoint features for these scenarios.
The Northern Foreportal Column Figures of Chartres Cathedral Dec 09 2020 Spine title: The foreportal column figures of
Chartres.
Microsoft SharePoint 2003 Unleashed May 02 2020 A guide to Microsoft SharePoint 2003 describes how to create an enterprise
knowledge management and collaboration environment with other business-specific applications.
Proceedings of the XIII International Symposium SymOrg 2012: Innovative Management and Business PerformanceNov 07 2020
Geschäftsmodelle entwickeln Jul 28 2022 Basierend auf erfolgreichen Mustern in anderen Industrien lässt sich die eigene
Geschäftslogik revolutionieren. Über 90 Prozent aller Geschäftsmodellinnovationen sind Rekombinationen aus 55
Geschäftsmodellmustern. In diesem Werk werden diese Muster praxisorientiert vorgestellt und konkret gezeigt, wie sich mithilfe des
praxisbewährten St. Galler Business Model Navigators innovative Geschäftsmodelle identifizieren und entwickeln lassen. Eine
Landkarte aller Geschäftsmodelle liefert einen guten Überblick und erlaubt die Einordnung der eigenen Industrie. „Die 55
Geschäftsmodelltypen, die hier identifiziert und beschrieben sind, sind ein ausgezeichneter Baukasten für unsere eigene
Geschäftsmodellentwicklung, insbesondere für unseren Zukunftspfad im Internet der Dinge & Dienste.“ Dr. Heinz Derenbach, CEO of
Bosch Software Innovations „Die Welt in 55 Geschäftsmodellen. Im ersten Augenblick unvorstellbar, ab dem zweiten Augenblick
eine unglaubliche Inspirationsquelle, um das eigene Geschäftsmodell zu innovieren und erfolgreich in die Zukunft zu tragen. Eine
Pflichtlektüre!” Bernhard Klein, Director of Brand, Vienna Tourist Board „The Business Model Navigator demonstrates impressively
that sustainable innovation is not created by inspiration alone, but can and should be approached systematically building on shared
experience and based on data.” Dr. Ralf Schneider, Group CIO, Allianz „Wie würde der CEO von Amazon mein Geschäft führen?
Welche neuen Kundensegmente würde Robin Hood an meiner Stelle erschließen? Der St. Galler Business Model Navigator
ermöglicht aus der eigenen Branchenlogik auszubrechen und macht damit den Weg frei für ein Feuerwerk neuer Ideen." Wolfgang
Rieder, Managing Partner, Head of Advisory Switzerland, PricewaterhouseCoopers „The St. Gallen Business Model Navigator offers
a great opportunity to challenge our habitual thinking concerning business models and revenue generation.” Dr. Ian Roberts, CTO,
Bühler „Mit dem Business Model Navigator sind wir in der Lage, das Geschäftsmodell als Ganzes zu begreifen und am kompletten

System zu arbeiten. Die St Galler Methodik bringt nicht nur Ergebnisse, sondern erweitert auch den Mindset.” Daniel Sennheiser,
President Strategy and Finance, Sennheiser
Mobile Networking with WAP Apr 12 2021 The combination of Internet and GSM (Global System for Mobile communications,
cellular phones) enables individuals with wireless devices to interact easily with information and services over existing wireless
networks. The Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) is the facilitator of this process. This HOTT (Hands On HOT Topics) Guide
illuminates effective strategies and marketing opportunities with respect to this new and uncharted territory. The white papers and case
studies published in this book help you to combine this technology with your business. Consultants, Sales, Marketing and Technical
managers can now profit from the knowledge gathered in this unique WAP Special.
Tehachapi Renewable Transmission Project (TRTP) Aug 29 2022
Architecture as Experience Jan 10 2021 "This book investigates the perception and appropriation of places across intervals of time and
culture. The particular concern of the volume is to bring together fresh empirical research and animate it by contact with theoretical
sophistication, without letting that overwhelm the material. The chapters establish the continuity of a particular physical object under
discussion and show it in at least two different historical perspectives, in which recognizable features are shown in different lights. The
results are often surprising, because we tend to have an idea of a historic place as having an enduring meaning, so it can be rewarding
to learn about earlier constructions of meaning that involve the same building." -- Publisher description.
Rebel's Rule (Sim-Verse: Book 3) Sep 25 2019 Befriended. Betrayed. Bestowed with unbelievable power. Taven tries to forget his
harrowing experience in Meta at the hands of Cat. But when simulations everywhere start inexplicably disappearing, Taven must
uncover his nemesis’s ultimate plot to rule the Sim-Verse. Only he can stop her, but to stand a chance, Taven must find a way to
unlock the rest of his Gatekeeper abilities. What will it cost him, and can he do it before Cat destroys his world? Find out in this
exciting third installment of the Sim-Verse saga.
The Virgin of Chartres Nov 19 2021 Medieval Christians knew the past primarily through what they saw and heard. History was
reenacted every year in ritual observances particular to each place and region and rooted in the legends of local saints.This richly
illustrated book explores the layers of history found in the cult of the Virgin of Chartres as it developed in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries. Focusing on the major relic of Chartres Cathedral, the Virgin’s gown, and the Feast of Mary's Nativity, Margot Fassler
employs a wide range of historical evidence including local histories, letters, obituaries, chants, liturgical sources, and reports of
miracles, leading to a detailed reading of the cathedral's west façade. This interdisciplinary volume will prove invaluable to historians
who work in religion, politics, music, and art but will also serve as a guidebook for all interested in the history of Chartres Cathedral.
Environmental Software Systems. Frameworks of eEnvironment Apr 24 2022 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th
IFIP WG 5.11 International Symposium on Environmental Software Systems, ISESS 2011, held in Brno, Czech Republic, in June

2011. The 68 revised full papers presented together with four invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous
submissions. The papers are organized in the following topical sections: eEnvironment and cross-border services in digital agenda for
Europe; environmental information systems and services - infrastructures and platforms; semantics and environment; information tools
for global environmental assessment; climate services and environmental tools for urban planning and climate change - applications
and services.
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